Winter 2015 Courses

Portuguese 102  Elementary Portuguese (second-term)
Professor Niedja Fedrigo  M T W Th 10-11 am  #12085

Portuguese 232  Second-Year Portuguese (fourth-term)
Professor Niedja Fedrigo  M T W Th 11-12  #22328
Satisfies the prerequisite for the Portuguese minor

Portuguese 280  Portuguese for Speakers of Romance Languages
Professor Niedja Fedrigo  T Th 1-2:30  #18792
Satisfies the prerequisite for the Portuguese minor
students who’ve completed one of these courses are eligible to enroll:
Spanish 275, 276, 277, or 278; or RCLANG 324; or French 235; or Italian 230, 232, or 233.

Portuguese 287  Advanced Portuguese Conversation & Composition
Professor Anna Mester  M W 11:30-1  #27247

Portuguese 301  Portuguese 301  Afro-Luso-Brazilian Cultures: Culturas do Protesto no Brasil
Professor Victoria Langland  T Th 11:30-1  #29814